
daniella birch



from WHENCE it came

WHAT IS OUR EWASTE IDENTITY OR INITIAL GOALS?
emphasize where things come from

ewaste group project with Kristin Diehl and Noah Russell



doing our part, our piece of the 
piece of the pie.

the pie slice represents the 
small part of the larger whole - 
answering where things come 
from

resembles the ON symbol and 
references computers



EWASTE GOAL:  
make a product that made the 
most use of available ewaste

If the wasted CPU’s are combined, they become more powerful than when used alone.  
This server concept would provide a perfect opportunity to make a family more connected.

Two of the main components 
of ewaste are the heavy pvc 
shells from the computer 
towers and monitors and the 
mountains of wasted CPUs



By connecting multiple portals to the main computer, 

technology, which typically drives families their 

separate ways, now brings them back together
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Housed within the recycled shell there are multiple 
Intel Pentium II processors combined, for increased 
processing power through the Beowulf Cluster system.



University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign Sustainable 
Ewaste Design Competition 2009 Honorable Mention
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S q u i d B r u s h

problem
How do you get children to 
enjoy a task, doing the dishes, 
when most adults hate it?

By encouraging this behavior in 
a child, they will be responsible 
adults.

When I was a child, my favorite part of a carwash was 

the “noodles” 
lapping up against the windshield.



design goal
Create an object that mimicked the lapping motion 
of car wash noodles and makes doing dishes fun.



S q u i d B r u s h



p r o b l e m
The worst of the plastics, polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC), is the main component of clamshells.  
PVC has a very toxic and expensive recycling 
process and for the most part is not recycled.

design goal
re-design the PVC clamshell in 
a practical and sustainable way.

C l a m S h e l l



CLAMSHELLS

prevent theft

tell what the product is

Additional Goals

easier to open while still 
preventing theft

easily reused or recycled



DISCOVERY
by using the back hanging flap as a latching device 
for the clamshell, the object easily transforms 
from store packaging to a personal package



MATERIAL CHOICES

used dryer sheets transfer touch and are transparent enough for visibility

industrial felt is strong, durable, inexpensive, and easily recyclable



B U Y
buy your SanDisk 

card at the store in 

your friendly clamshell

O P E N
open your clamshell 

by pulling the one 

use pull thread

M A I L
mail your clamshell(s) 

back with the included 

pre-stamped envelope 

to SanDisk and receive 

SandDisk coupons!

R E - U S E
re-use your clamshell as 

an mp3 player holder

OR



ONE TIME PULL STRING

The felt clamshell is sewn shut in a way that it cannot 
be open and closed.  It can be opened once.  With this 
method, it’s easy to open after it’s bought, and theft is 
easily detected.



C l a m S h e l l



Dr Responsible album design
collaboration with local musician Bryce Robert Hays

Linoleum Print



lunch saver
problem Getting food “to go” is a 

necessary part of life and 
also a large contributor 
to unsustainable waste.

design goal Work with fast food restaurants to create 
an object that will reduce packaging 
waste and cost.  Ideally the object is 
both easily reusable and biodegradeable.



CURRENT MATERIALS
paper wrapper and plastic bag

Everything at Subway is

wrapped in paper and put in a plastic 
bag regardless of size, or whether 
the order is for “here” or “to go”.

CASE STUDY



MATERIAL CHOICE
burlap is biodegradeable, cheap , and durable

Burlap is made from JUTE, a 
grasslike plant that is easily 
renewable and available.

DISCOVERY
incorporating a handle allows cups to be easily carried 

because centrifugal force keeps liquid inside container



reuse and receive an in store discount or throw away for convenience

food goes in,
pull tabs to secure

pull out optional handle

& insert drink

O R



lunch saver



problem

putting together boxes 
can be difficult and 
confusing.  How can 
this experience be more 
enjoyable?

DISCOVERY
Puzzles are fun and the game 
is easily understood without 
instruction.

make your own



c u t
f o l d

Assemble the box yourself!
just match up the images

gift box
cake box
take out box

make your own



problem
How do you get adults who are 
busy to take some time to relax 
everyday?

After all, they’re the 
ones who need a 
break from daily stress.

design goal incorporate existing massage tools 
with a product that can be used in an 
everyday shower routine.

MoreMassage 
i n s p i r a t i o n

MoreMassage



squeeze bottle
& cleaning liquid comes out

This concept is reminiscent of 

existing bottles.  It is a familiar 

shape to most people

possible interchangeable heads



HAIR WASHER

BODY WASHERmassage cones or tubes

shampoo or body wash 

comes out when squeezed

MATERIAL CHOICE
post-consumer PETE is easily 

recycled in most cities.



“ patients can be reassured that, with the use of an 
intervention to promote relaxation, they are likely to 

Feel Less Stressed
within a few weeks”

 Hanley, Janet, Pamela Stirling, and Christina Brown.  
“Randomised controlled trial of therapeutic massage in the 
management of stress.”  British Journal of General Practice.  (2003):  
20-25.  Print.



MoreMassage



problem

How do you get kids excited 
about sustainability?

If you teach them good 
habits, they will carry 
them on throughout 
adulthood.

B e a s t F e a s t

design goal
Use different species of endangered animals to 
educate children about their impact to the environment.







sauce packet ears

juice box head

collect

By collecting each animal, kids can learn about various 
endangered species and Beast Feast beomes a teaching tool.

B e a s t F e a s t



Beast Feast revisited



Fruit Friends



buy enjoy play collect

Fruit Friends



Illini Union Marketing
student designer



Charming Shoppes
creative intern



NutraFuncFoods

New design of TeaAlive product- soon to be sold as a bottled tea 
beverage at organic stores like Whole Foods and Trader Joes.

i nsp i ra t i on

design intern



Dallas & Company
des ign



Sample Coding
HTML SAMPLE CODE
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN” 
f0 “http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=”content-type” content=”text/html;charset=utf-8” />
<title>Creating Websites in CIS 152</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>CIS 152 Websites</h1>
<p>A quick Google search will find results for thousands of articles and many books written 
with tips to create well-designed websites. Important guidelines include the use of valid coding, 
accessibility guidelines and search engine optimization to insure that your website is effective.</p>
<h2>XHTML, CSS and Dreamweaver</h2>
<p>XHTML is currently the web coding standard named by the W3C. HTML5 is being 
developed and is likely to become the next web coding standard. <abbr title=”Cascading Style 
Sheets”>CSS</abbr>is a coding language to control the format or presentation of web pages. 
CSS allows you to separate the content codes and the formatting codes in a website. This 
makes it much easier to make site-wide changes.</p>
<p>It is possible to create websites by typing in all of the code manually, however, there are 
many web-authoring programs available to help you create websites more efficiently by providing 
a graphical interface and menu commands. Dreamweaver is currently the industry standard that 
many professionals use to create websites.</p>
<h2>Accessibility Guidelines</h2>
<p>Guidelines have been created to make websites accessible to people with disabilities. The 
guidelines also make Web content more available to all users. An example of an accessibility rule 
is to provide a text equivalent for every non-text element. For images, you must include the alt 
attribute or longdesc to provide a text alternative for the image.</p>
<h2>Search Engine Optimization</h2>
<p>Search Engine Optimization refers to creating pages that are search engine friendly. Search 
engines will be more likely to include your pages high in a search results list if they are accurately 
coded and are full of well written content. Google provides <a href=”http://www.google.com/
support/webmasters/”>tips to webmasters</a> for improving the SEO of website.</p>
<h5>&#160;</h5>
<p>Site pages:</p>
<ul><li><a href=”birch,cis152-500h,project1”>Web Career Infomation</a>
<li><a href=”birch,cis152-500h,project2”>Parkland College CSIT</a>
<li><a href=”birch,cis152-500h,project3”>CIS 152 Websites</a>
</ul>
<h4>Copyright &#169; 2012 Parkland College/daniella birch All Rights Reserved</h4>
</body>
</html>

CSS SAMPLE CODE

body {
font-family: helvetica,arial,sans-serif;
text-align: justify;
margin:  1em 10% 0 10%;
}
h1 {
font-family: “times new roman”,georgia,serif;
color: #000000;
background-color: #99CCCC;
padding: .5em;
test-align: center;
border-right: 7px solid #BFB7A4;
border-bottom: 9px solid #887C60;
}
h2 {
background-color: D5CEBF;
color: #000000;
margin-top: 2em;
padding: .5em;
}
h4 {
text-align: right;
}
h5 {
font-size .3em;
color: #FFFFFF;
border: 1em solid #99CCCC;
background-color: #88760;
}
p {
line-height: 1.25em;
}
li {
list-style-type: square;
}
abbr {
border-bottom: 2px dotted #000000
}

http://www.csit.parkland.edu/~dbirch1/webdesign/css/birch,cis152-500h,project3




